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The idea for a scary new movie: Guy has it all - a big house, a big car, a big spouse (but not that big). He has two good kids who go to a big private school. He even has a big dog. Every day he gets into his big car and goes to his big, big office, where he trades derivatives and brunch, dines and dines with friends at rating agencies who love his big time and
give a triple rating on everything he does. But all this is about to change. One day he wakes up and things get different. The sky outside is a crazy black-like space above the building in Central Park West that zul visited in Ghostbusters. There are no birds in the trees. He gets in his car and turns into his office, from where through the windows he can see the
whole world. But it's weird. Scary. People are nervous. The streets of the city center were suddenly deserted. The floor of the exchange is quiet. Something's coming. And it can't be stopped. His assistant comes into his personal space. She's trembling. The tiny river of sweat makes it a cautious way down its usually serene forehead. It's here, she says. And
so it is. The monster arrives and begins to take his gloomy harvest. First it kills the derivatives of the business, snapping your spine as you would a breadstick in a trendy boite. Aieee! Says derivatives business who felt he was being harassed but did not take preventive measures to protect himself until it was too late. Further, without warning, the monster
swoops out of Washington and stifies the credit card business, limiting the places he can feed until he keels over, a shadow of his former self. Then it scares a whole bunch of banks to death. You know the banks. All you have to do is say: Boo. And so it is. One dark night, as the wind howled outside, the monster eviscerates the rating agencies who slept in
their cozy beds, believing they were safe. There's no such thing. Their carcasses were found the next morning, gutted by a host of new rules. Finally, in the last act of our film, the monster comes after our hero. Will he save his family? His BMW? What will life be like if he can't defeat a terrible monster who intends to avenge past untruths that were made with
him during the subprime mortgage crisis? It depends on what you think of as a happy ending. NEW YORK (TheStreet) - The death of Wall Street has been greatly exaggerated. However, Goldman Sachs (GS) - Get Report, JPMorgan Chase (JPM) - Get Report and Citigroup (C) - Get Report published weak trading results. Admittedly, we're seeing some
high-level waste from the likes of Goldman, which recently lost two of its four co-executives to its securities business, and Morgan Stanley (MS) - Get the report that announced the resignation of Vice Chairman Walid Shamma this week. However, Morgan Stanley has limited cash bonuses to $125,000. Although here the headline is somewhat misleading. A
careful reading of The Wall's report The Journal of This News points out that, in addition to options, a cash bonus above $125,000 is deferred for a year or two. So it's not $125,000 in cash, but the rest in stock. A banker earning $1 million in cash in 2011 will receive $125,000 in cash this year, and about $440,000 a year over the next two years - and that's
only for 2011. Still much better than the vast majority of Americans can count on. Demand for certain skills, particularly fixed income trading, has fallen sharply as the boom has boomed, and John Rogan, head of global banking and markets at executive recruitment firm Russell Reynolds, believes the fixed income market will be structurally changed over a
long period of time, if not permanently. Still, executives who can help a hedge fund or private equity firm raise new money or help a big bank attract and serve large institutional clients are still in high demand, Rogan said. Rogan said that as a result of record activity in Latin America, a brilliant year in Asia and strong activity in the U.S. and Europe, Russell
Reynolds' global banking and market practice was the second-best year in history, ahead of only 2006. This is surprising news for Michael Driscoll, a professor of finance at Adelphi University who has spent 28 years on Wall Street, including as senior managing director of Bear Stearns. The prospect of Driscoll can be particularly dire because he was a stock
trader and this business was destroyed. For example, Citigroup's share trading revenue fell 70 percent for the second year in a row. I still know so many people who work in this industry. Those who still have jobs pay a lot less, and I talk to people every week who are just losing their jobs, he says. The financial sector lost 63,624 jobs last year, more than any
other sector except the government, according to John Challenger, founder of Challenger, Grey and Christmas, which calls itself the country's first outplaying firm. Challenger says that while many employees are returning to the financial sector, others find their skills adaptable to other sectors. An accountant in a bank, for example, becomes an accountant for
a medical company. The seller moves to sell other products in other industries. As for those who haven't entered the workforce yet, it's not so clear that dreams of making big money on Wall Street have been put out. The Occupy Wall Street movement apparently prompted several students at Williams College, the alma mater of JPMorgan vice chairman
Jimmy Lee and other colleges across the country to think twice about whether to seek a job on Wall Street, according to Robin Meyer, director of recruitment at Williams. However, Meyer isn't sure whether this will have a big impact on the overall numbers in what she describes as a very active recruitment year. There is certainly interest in investment
banking, she says. Working 80 to 90 hours in it for $600,000 may seem less appealing than working the same hours and earning $1 million, but both are still out of reach for the vast majority of American workers. Wall Street is not the majority of Americans, counter trader-turned-Professor Driscoll. Is an investment banker going to work 90 hours in it for
$600,000? In many cases, probably not. But what is the alternative? That's the thing, Driscoll says. Are we all becoming scientists? I don't know what the answer is. Written by Dan Freed in New York. Follow this writer on Twitter.Readers Also Like:Top dividend stocks for 2012: Intel, Abbott9 Rich-Kid Stocks Bucking Terrible Economics Disclosure: TheStreet
Editorial Policy prohibits staff editors, reporters and analysts from holding positions in any individual stock. Updated at 7:18 a.m. EDTFollowing choppy futures trading ahead of the bell, stocks in New York opened slightly lower Monday as traders got news of another executive change on Wall Street and expected quarterly results from investment bank
Lehman Brothers (LEH). The S'P 500 index fell 0.6 percent to 1,352. The Nasdaq was down 0.4 percent at 2,443 and the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 0.6 percent at 12,232. Last week, the main averages were mixed. The Dow added 0.8 percent to 12,307.35, while the S'P 500 index finished less than a point lower at 1,360.03 points. The Nasdaq
fell about 0.8 percent to 2,454.50. As the new day began, investors learned that Martin Sullivan was stepping in as CEO of American International Group (AIG) - Get the report and be replaced by AIG chairman, Robert Willumstad. Steven Bollenbach, AIG's CEO and former CEO of Hilton Hotels, has been appointed chief executive. The insurance giant's
board held a special meeting this weekend to consider Sullivan's fate. Meanwhile, quarterly results are on tap from Lehman Brothers, which last week ousted its chief financial officer and chief operating officer. The company has already announced that it will report a hefty loss, but shareholders will be looking for more details as they try to get a better read
about the firm's financial health. Also in the spotlight were three Dow components that received analyst downgrades. GE (GE) - The report has been reduced to neutral from overweight at JPMorgan, while ATT (T) - Get Report and Verizon (W) - Get report were reduced to neutral from buying at UBS. Elsewhere, Federal Communications Commission officials
reportedly offered the agency to finally grant permission for the merger of XM Satellite Radio (XMSR) and Sirius Satellite Radio (SIRI) - Get Report, which would lead to the closure of a lengthy regulatory review of the deal. Oil rose 57 cents to $135.43 a barrel, despite Saudi Arabia's production rising to about 9.7 million barrels per day next month. Gold rises
$ $881 per ounce. The dollar was mostly weaker, but it rose against the yen. Treasury prices were rising. The 10-year note rose 10/32, the yield of 4.22%, and 30-year bonds gained 14/32, yielding 4.76%. This article was written by a TheStreet.com employee. TheStreet.com. TheStreet.com. a random walk down wall street epub free download. a random
walk down wall street epub vk. a random walk down wall street epub download. a random walk down wall street epub free. a random walk down wall street 12th edition epub. a random walk down wall street 11th edition epub
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